
BecomeWOA Art Agent

We are opening a few WOA Art Agent’s local and international positions.

Eligibility:

- local applicant must be eligible for work in New Zealand;
- overseas resident can apply as well, but special overseas Art Agent’s contract will be applied.

Application process will last for 1 year from 1 December 2020 to 1 December 2021.

An applicant must be 18+ years old.

A successful applicant will be invited for interview (personally or through a Zoom video chat), and
notified as soon as selected.

Application forms are available on our website page “Jobs in WOA”.

A brief job description is following:

- The WOA Art Agent main task is to find sponsors for the WOA company and/or it’s galleries.
Another additional opportunity to increase agent’s income are: to organize some exhibitions or
art events in the galleries’ schedule gaps between main events; private hire of WOA venues for
events related to the art (mainly during evening after-hours).

- WOA Art Agent will work as a self-employed contractor on sales commissions. It means that WOA
will be not his employer, and therefore not responsible for any employer obligations.

- Sales means a sponsorship and advertisement contracts between WOA and other organizations
or individuals.

- Commission means a certain percentage from a fully paid contract’s sum minus GST into the WOA
bank account. Commission will be transferred afterwards into agent’s nominated bank account.

- A WOA Art Agent will work independently with his own term of work hours and schedule.

- As a self-employer the agent will be fully responsible for own personal tax obligations.

- The WOA team can provide NZ taxation and accounting consultation for free of charge.

- As there could be a potential large contract involved, we have applied a regressive commission
rate. The minimum rate is 5%, and the highest one is 10%.

Please find an example below (for illustration purposes only, as the actual rates can vary from time to
time):

1. Contract deal fetched $11,500 including GST. The WOA would pay GST on that income = $1,500.
Net income for WOA will be: $11,500 - $1,500 = $10,000. Art Agent’s Commission rate on this
sum is 10%. Therefore, the agent will get: $10,000/10 = $1,000.

2. Contract deal fetched $115,000 including GST. The WOA will pay GST = $15,000. Net income =
$100,000. The agent’s commission rate for this sum is 9%. Agent’s income = $9,000.
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